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Abstract  

The developing number of frauds in banks is a contemporary problem which in turn affects 

the framework of banks and banking business as a whole. The amount involved in frauds in 

India through banking facility has affected away the economy completely. It is extremely 

difficult to identify and detect each fraud and fraudsters who are involved. Moreover will 

look into the classifications of frauds and how these frauds are reported to RBI. Both 

government and Reserve Bank of India [Apex bank] have advised, issued, suggested and 

aim to avoid frauds. There are separate departments in each who has to deal report and 

detect these frauds earlier without causing any delay. With this background, further bank 

officials and experts discuss regarding the same. Further various circulars, master 

directions given by RBI to both Commercial and cooperative banks. This paper will also 

enlighten about various legal provisions involved in the interpretation of the bank frauds 

in India. 

And also discuss the new methodology that is being adopted to prepare banks from these 

frauds by creating awareness about the same to bank and as well as their customers. The 

bank employees if involved in any of these frauds then immediate action are taken followed 

by suspension. In such scenario we are required to elaborate about the causes and modus 

operandi of these bank frauds. And in conclusion will explain the future course of action 

available with the stakeholders along with certain recommendations in banks which will 

makes it easy for bank to identify, detect and prevent such frauds. 

Keywords: Bank, Reserve Bank of India, Urban Co-operative banks, Bank Frauds, 

Regulations, Commercial banks. 
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A. INTRODUCTION 

1. Definition 

Generally fraud is defined in the Section 17 of the Indian Contract Act, 1872 and bank fraud 

was incorporated by RBI in relation to Electronic Banking.1 Also various sections of 

Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881 talks about documents obtained through fraudulent means.2  

Bank frauds have been a large business. There are various examples in Indian scenario one 

such being Harshad Mehta fraud where in default in stocks and shares of SBI and other 

several banks. In worldwide scenario one such example is during Second World War where 

fraudulent British’s notes were printed by Germans to success in the war.  

2. Origin and Nature 

According to Kautilya in Arthashastra frauds include under pricing of goods, 

misrepresentation of funds and over pricing of goods. It is generally a white collar offence. 

Bank frauds are a criminal offence where in individual defrauds any banking institution by 

making false representations or promises.3 

Bank Frauds in India are in the growing face and it creates tension to the banks and Reserve 

Bank of India. Further, these frauds affect the working of these business sectors which further 

affect the economy as a whole. There are frauds both inside and outside of the banks through 

bank officials. There are various reasons for bank frauds one being the loopholes in the 

procedure of banking transactions. It has been always tough to identify the fraudulent 

individual easily.  There is always delay in notifying frauds and pending matters is the major 

concern. 

                                                 
1 Working Group on Information Security, Electronic Banking, Technology Risk Management and Cyber 
Frauds, DBS.CO.ITC.BC. No 6/31.2.2008/2010-11 29 April 2011. 
2 Section 58, 87 of NI Act, 1881.  
3 P Ramanatha Aiyar Advanced Law Lexicon, LexisNexis India (a division of Reed Elsevier India Pvt Ltd) 
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3. Scope 

There have been lots of frauds and dacoities happening in the banking sector. The first 

responsibility is with the respective banks to prevent frauds.  

RBI has the secondary duty to explain the reason for frauds and it also provides reports to try 

to avoid such frauds.4 

RBI is time to time issuing directions regards necessary appropriate procedure and internal 

checks that are to be taken to prevent fraud.5 But it first requires banks to furnish reports to 

RBI which discloses information about frauds. There has been a lot of delay in submission of 

reports to RBI.  

So it is better to make banks and their staff accountable to report fraud cases with required 

information within time. If not submitted within time it may cause further delay in notifying 

other banking institutions regarding the modus operandi and advising about the unscrupulous 

borrowers which may make similar frauds in the banks. If not reported within a fixed time 

then banks can be held liable under S. 47 (A) of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949. They are 

required to nominate one of their staff (senior member) to submit such returns. 6 

4. Importance 

Frauds in the banking sector have been defined based on the Indian penal code, 1860. It 

includes Misappropriation, fictitious accounts, and criminal breach of trust, Forged 

documents, negligence, illegal gratifications, cheating, and other frauds.  

There is a need to reports such frauds where there is an intention to cheat. Also, in cash 

shortages of more than 10,000 if detected have to be reported.  Further, with regard to forged 

documents it should be reported to RBI by paying banks only and not by collecting banks.  

                                                 
4 BR Sharma: Bank Frauds Prevention & Detection, 4th ed., LexisNexis India, 2016. 
5 M L Tannan: Banking Law & Practice in India, 27th ed, LexisNexis India,  (Publication Month)Mar'17 
6 Master Circular on Frauds –Classification and reporting , RBI Circulars, July 1, 2014.  
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But the collecting banks can report in cases only when the document is genuine and the 

person who collected the amount is fictitious and file FMR-1.7 

When it is about the fake cheque of two or more branches of same bank then where the 

cheque is encashed has to file the report to head office of the bank. And further the Head 

office will report to RBI.   

And if under Core Banking Solution then the branch where payment is released will report to 

head office and further the head office will report RBI.8 Theft, burglary, dacoity and robbery 

are different and will not be included in the definition of fraud.” 

5. Classes of Bank Frauds 

Mostly frauds occur in all the departments of banking sectors.  

The following are three classifications of Bank Frauds:  

a) Traditional Approach – Mostly on the basis on the classical way by falsifying documents 

and the other details of the accounts.  

b) E- Banking Approach – Mostly through technology driven, mobile banking and Internet 

Banking systems.  

c) Amount Approach- Mostly on the basis of money that is being misused in the frauds. This 

is the most suitable way to report frauds.  

5.1 Need for Classification of Frauds 

Almost majority of bank frauds in India are related to loans and intentional default matters. 

And it is difficult to track the frauds occurring at those higher rates.  There is requirement of 

technology and early detection for frauds and informing those frauds to RBI, customers, other 

banks as well.9 The banks and their customer are the primary sufferers in frauds and it 

worries the banking system as a whole.   

                                                 
7 Ibid.  
8 BR Sharma: Bank Frauds Prevention & Detection, 4th edition, LexisNexis India, 2016 
9 M L Tannan: Banking Law & Practice in India, 27th ed, LexisNexis India,  (Publication Month)Mar'17 
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The apex bank being the top management monist frauds and provides exhaustive guidelines 

for the same. It is daunting task for the RBI to avoid and detect the frauds and prove them 

beyond reasonable doubts. The appointment of CMDs and CEOs in banks are preventing 

fraud and manage the risk by framing policies.  The Defendant in the present case cheated 

bank by using general public’s money and was found guilty reasonably to pay money with 18 

per cent interest to the bank.10 

B. CLASSIFICATION OF FRAUDS 

Bank Frauds can be classified under based on Law, technology, Amount of fraud. The 

classification is basically classified on the basis of nature and method. RBI has provided 

guidelines for classification and reporting of frauds in its circular dated July 2014.  The 

circular mainly establishes to have a uniform pattern of reporting matters and try to avoid 

frauds.  

1. Five Classifications 

 

1.1. Based on Law 

There is no clear definition of fraud under Indian Penal Code, 1860. But there are various 

sections which talk about fraudulent activities and classify them respectively. The sections 

are used to indicate the quantum of punishment. Section 415 provides about cheating and 

Section 463 talks about forgery under Indian Penal Code, 1860.  These classifications are 

used in court of law.11  

1.2. Based on Technology  

They are classified under two heads based on Traditional and e- banking. The traditional way 

of banking includes frauds done through cheques, forgery signatures, false stamps and 

fraudulent deposit accounts. The e- banking method includes ATM, Credit Cards, Identity 

thefts and Salami Frauds. This is the most growing menace in the contemporary world.12 

                                                 
10 State Bank of India v Ambay Enterprises, (1997) 1 BC 138 (Del). 
11 RBI/2010-11/555 DBS. CO.FrMC.BC. No 10/23.4.2001/2010-11 dated 31 May 2011 
12 Extracted from RBI/2014-15/44, DNBS.PD.CC. No 385/03.10.042/2014-15, dated 1 July, 2014. 
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1.3. Based on RBI’s Reporting 

Reserve Bank of India has classified based on conveyance of reporting as follows:  

“Misrepresentation and Criminal Breach of Trust, Forged documents and Illegal gratification, 

Negligence and Cash shortages, Cheating, forgery and any other frauds explained.” Also, 

there is requirement to prove intention at the time of detection of fraud.  These are detected 

by Management officers, Auditors and others involved in the matter.13  

1.4. Based on Amount 

They are classified based the on the reporting and record of amount of frauds. These are done 

to ease the work of RBI in detecting frauds further.  It involves all the Bunco banker frauds 

and unscrupulous borrowers. Even if there have been attempted frauds the banks need to 

submit report and have to look into the failure of the management authority.  And suggest 

new inputs to strengthen the control of banks during these fraudulent incidences.14  

1.5. Based on Fraudsters  

These include E-Professional Fraudster, Bunco banker and rogue account holders in the bank.  

Bunco Banker means a fraudulent bank official who not only defrauds customers but also the 

bank collectively. They are the one mishandles the cash, deposit accounts and telegraphic 

transfers done through the bank.  Moreover, rogue customers mishandle the cheques, loans, 

stamps and insufficient funds frauds.  Further the E –Professional fraudsters are a separate 

class. They include Hackers, Skimmer, Money launders, Data Diddlar and counterfeiters. 15 

C. REPORTING OF FRAUDS 

Reporting the incidents of frauds involves informing the authority and following the circulars 

and system introduced by the apex bank to control frauds in India. It should be designated in 

                                                 
13 Rupa Veena S, Raging Banking Frauds: A need for a revamped RBI Framework, Manupatra Article section, 
2020.  
14 M L Tannan: Banking Law & Practice in India, 27th ed, LexisNexis India,  (Publication Month)Mar'17 
15 Master Circular on Frauds –Classification and reporting , RBI Circulars, July 1, 2014.  
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concise and tangible form. It involves monitoring through vigilance cells, special reports and 

recipient authorities.16   

1. Informing About The Frauds  

Occasionally the bank manager informs if there any fraudulent activity. He is required to 

know where the incident has occurred, nature of such incident, negligence if any.  The branch 

manager or any other superior officer is required to report to the officer under Central Fraud 

Monitoring cell of the apex bank.  

 

 

Reporting of fake documents has to be done to both police and bank authorities. Further if 

any theft, robbery or any such serious bank crimes which are not fraud occurs then the bank 

reports to local police, regional office of RBI and Ministry of Finance.  

2. Quarterly Reports 

Quarterly reports on fraud matters have to be submitted to Regional office within 2 weeks. If 

there no development in the matters then also quarterly nil reports have to be submitted. The 

banks are in coordination with the other investigating agency and telecom providers for the 

safety of the customers. The insurance claim is used as a mitigating factor when there are 

losses popping up through internet banking.17   

In a case where forged signatures are in question the condition under section 67 has to be 

fulfilled to prove genuineness of the identity of handwriting again resorting to Section 45, 47 

of Indian Evidence Act which talks about relevant Expert Evidence.18 

3. Report Recipient Authorities 

 

                                                 
16 “Fraud Reporting and Monitoring System” package: vide No 8897/23.10.2001/2005-06 dated 20 December 
2005. 
17 BR Sharma: Bank Frauds Prevention & Detection, 4th edition, LexisNexis India, 2016 
18 D. Pandi v Dhanalakshmi Bank Ltd, by its Manager, (2001) 2 BC 347 : (2001) 1 Mad LJ 750 : (2002) 1 Bank 
J 152 (DB—Mad) 
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3.1.  To Police or CBI 

There is a general requirement of banks to report the cases to the police authorities of the 

state. There is a duty to punish the guilty behind these frauds for public interest. The case 

where amount is more than one lakh and the bank employees are involved should also be 

reported to police authorities.  

When the case is about fictitious instruments, the paying bank is liable to file a first 

information report. And the collecting bank if the amount is fraudulent in nature. The 

principle is whoever has suffered the injury has the right to file a police complainant.19  

 

3.2.  To RBI   

It can be classified into the following heads: 20 

a) Amount of less than one Lakh  

These need not be reported individually to RBI but only have to be submitted in quarterly 

returns. 

b) Amount above one lakh and less than 25 lakh 

These have to be reported to Regional Office of Department of Cooperative Bank of Reserve 

Bank of India in three weeks from detecting fraud at the Head office.  

c) Amount more than 25 Lakh and above  

These have to be reported to Central Frauds Monitoring Cell, Department of Banking 

Supervision, and to the top management bank. 

                                                 
19 BR Sharma: Bank Frauds Prevention & Detection, 4th edition, LexisNexis India, 2016 
20 RBI/2014-15/85; DBS.CO.CFMC.BC. No 1/23.4.2001/2014-15 dated 1 July 2014 
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The following details to be included:   

a) Total amount of fraud 

b) Name of parties 

c) Name of officials  

d) Any previous complaints filled with police 

e) Name of branch 

f) Modus Operandi of fraud 

g) Nature of fraud 

The attempted frauds should also to be reported before the Audit Committee in the board. 

And also mention the reason behind failed attempt. And the effective steps which were taken 

by bank to preventive frauds.21 

3.3.  To Bank Board 

Banks are required to submit reports as soon as they detect frauds above One Lakh rupees. It 

should further include the reason for such frauds, the negligence of that bank officials and 

these officials should also be held responsible for the bank frauds. The quarterly review of 

frauds should be placed by the banks to audit committee. Whereas the frauds which are of 

high value of One Crore rupees and above there should be a special committee 

(Subcommittee of the board) who will be monitoring such fraud reports.22  

The constitution of the Subcommittee includes five individuals of board of directors which 

constitutes as Chairman, two individuals from audit committee and further two members 

from the board.  

The committee will locate the frauds and put in necessary safeguards that will be available. 

Moreover, will research for the reasons of frauds and further inform it the Reserve Bank of 

India. This committee will also look into the investigation done by CBI or any other agency 

respectively.  There will be general meeting of the committee to discuss about the frauds.  

                                                 
21 RBI-2013-14/88 DBS.FrMC.BC. No 1/23.4.2001/2013-14 dated 1 July 2013. Also see: letter DBS.FrMC.BC. 
No 1/23.4.2001/2012-13 dated 2 July 2012 forwarding the Master Circular on ‘Frauds – Classification and 
Reporting’. 
22 Circular DBS.FrMC.BC. No 04/23.4.2001/2012-13 dated 15 November 2012. 
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The committee is being reviewed every year and the suggestions are actively taken up by the 

board of directors.  

They also review the reason behind frauds and take effective action against the staff and bank 

respectively. The annual report issued includes the statistics of total number of frauds and 

also the amount that is involved in those frauds.  It also analyses the areas of business and 

categories for which frauds are detected in the quarterly reports. The modus operandi of 

frauds and also the loss that has occurred to the bank because of the frauds are reviewed.  The 

weakness and loopholes are examined and further preventive steps are taken to reduce such 

frauds.23 

4. Closing of the Bank Fraud Incidents 

Generally after the banks reports and there is no further action called up by RBI the case is 

closed by stating appropriate reasons. It is closed when the police and courts dispose of the 

complaint and the amount is recovered and settled.  

And also when the report which includes the reasons and steps is certified and approved by 

board.  The accountability of the involved bank employees should also be done and punished. 

The reporting of cases other than frauds is different in nature and is based on the FMR-4. And 

if there are no such instances the banks are required to submit a nil report to the concerned 

regional office of RBI within last 15 days of each quarter. There has been a lot of delay in 

detection of these frauds. So the government has notified in February 2018 to examine the 

Non performing assets from a view of committing of frauds.24 

One the major contributor to bank frauds is related to working capital loans in public sector 

banks and retail term loans in private banks respectively.  Banks are generally unable to 

detect and confirm the red flagging accounts even after several warnings. The enforcement 

department has already taken actions against certain cooperative banks and foreign banks 

when they didn’t follow and violated directions of frauds by RBI.25 

                                                 
23 BR Sharma: Bank Frauds Prevention & Detection, 4th edition, LexisNexis India, 2016 
24 Closure of fraud cases-relaxation in the existing norms, DBS.CO.FrMC.BC. No 7/23.4.2001/2008-09, 5 June 
2009 
25 Supra note. 09. 
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D. CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF BANK FRAUDS 

The growing cross border transactions led to the need of monitoring and reviewing frauds. 

RBI is the authority and various mater directions are given based on classification and 

reporting such frauds. In July 1970 the RBI made compulsory to report frauds by Scheduled 

commercial banks and further extend to urban cooperative banks in 2006.  There were high 

value frauds in 2018 in the jewellery and gems sector which were affected in Punjab national 

bank.  The ninety percent of frauds are reported in public sector banks and around six to 

seven percent in private sector banks.26  

The most number of frauds in public sector banks were related to multiple mortgages and 

forged documents. The classification of frauds is based on the Indian penal code.  Further 

internet banking frauds and ATMS led to the growing of frauds from 2017. There were 

various reports by central vigilance commission explaining the major bank frauds and amount 

involved in frauds. 27 

1. Causes of Bank Frauds 

There were various studies done to find out the various reasons of bank frauds. The primary 

reason was inadequate supervision by the authorities and not so stringent regulations and 

awareness among the bank staff and general public. Also, banks not responding about the 

EWS and red flagged account within a reasonable period of time. Not only banks are to be 

blamed for due diligence sometimes the borrowers too does not provide genuine information 

about the account.  

They are no specialised agency and forensic audits to detect and analyse the modus operandi 

of frauds. The system is not aware of the legal understanding of bank frauds and procedures 

involved in reporting such frauds.  

2. Investigations of Bank Frauds 

                                                 
26 M L Tannan: Banking Law & Practice in India, 27th edition, LexisNexis India, March 2017.  
27 Rupa Veena S, Raging Banking Frauds: A need for a revamped RBI Framework, Manupatra Article section, 
2020.  
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Investigation of frauds in each banks are done by a chief vigilance officer  for amount up to 

25 Lakh after the information is given to the state police authorities and Reserve Bank of 

India. For the frauds more than 25 Lakh it is mostly investigated by CBI. And all the criminal 

complaint is registered with CBI. For frauds of One crore and above it is mostly reported to 

RBI. Further investigation against the bank officials leads to suspension instantly. In public 

sector banks there is not proper investigation procedures followed. The involvement of large 

number of officers and agencies leads to delay in investigation. The only requirement is to 

fulfil the intention to commit a fraud by an employee.28  

3. Modus Operandi of Bank Frauds 

 

3.1. Firstly, Based on technology which includes all internet banking done through 

ATMs, debit cards, credit cards, prepaid cards etc.  

There are various techniques of the fraudsters such as Phishing, Whaling through which they 

take up your confidential information.29 

Increasing cyber cases, the Reserve Bank of India introduced two ways verification process 

by having precautionary checks and balances. The security and SMS alerts when the 

threshold limit is crossed and is constantly observing the transactions done.  

With regard to NEFT, RTGS there is unique identification number given and are ensured that 

the passwords are safe and secured.  The banks are required to explain and inform about 

usage of these cards to their customers and check the transactions on time to time. There are 

various fictitious mails and SMS receive by the customers which are the major concern in the 

digital era. 

3.2. Secondly, Based on advances these are both in sanction and later to sanction stages. 

The major reasons are not follow on the credit related frauds.  The limits are given by the 

zonal officer. The involvement of charted accountants, lawyers in assessment of such loans 

facilitates the bank frauds by fabricating the statements financially.  

                                                 
28 Reserve Bank of India (2014a). “Master Circular on Frauds- Classification and Reporting”, RBI Circulars. 
29 BR Sharma: Bank Frauds Prevention & Detection, 4th edition, LexisNexis India, 2016 
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Failure to detect misappropriation of funds and not reporting it to the board are various 

reasons.  In matter related to diversion of funds, the banks are required to take a certificate 

about the details of the customer with other banks.  There is independent ‘Valuation Cell’ 

within the respective banks who can check those documents every quarter.  And negligence 

on behalf of the bank staff immediate actions is taken with the help of CBI. The quality of 

officials should be high and should also have proper knowledge and understanding of such 

frauds.30 

3.3. Lastly, Based on deposit accounts opened by fake names or by providing fake 

documents.  

There should be a regular check on new accounts and rectification if any suspense accounts 

are observed.  And the accounts which are inactive from a long period of time should be 

under watch.31  

There are three main points which a bank has to follow to prevent frauds in India. There are 

as follows:  

 

 

a) Know Your Costumer [KYC] –The account holder under KYC norms is required to 

submit different types of documents. It helps to prevent frauds which are because of the 

fabricated instruments that are submitted to the bank. These generally help the banks to 

create a customer profile by understanding his transactions, signatures and history. 

b) Know Your Employee [KYE] - In various frauds, there is involvement of insiders. The 

concept of know your employee would help banks have vigilance over their own 

employees.  Hence, the bankers are considered as individuals with integrity. There are 

various internal checks done time to time to avoid frauds.  

c) Know Your Partner [KYP] - other than customer and bank employees one other group 

which is associated with banks are those who provide logistics and include partners and 

                                                 
30 Reserve Bank of India (2014a). “Master Circular on Frauds- Classification and Reporting”, RBI Circulars. 
31 Ibid.  
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vendors in the contemporary world. So to prevent frauds the bank is required to 

understand and know their operational partners.  

E.  CLASSIFICATION OF FRAUDS AND REPORTING OF FRAUDS IN 

COMMMERCIAL AND URBAN COOPERTIVE BANKS  

In July, 2017 the top management authority RBI have issued master directions on Frauds – 

Classification and Reporting by Commercial Banks and Financial Institutions in India 

respectively. The condition to report and detect such frauds at an early basis is required for an 

effective mechanism.  It also enables to collect information and inform other banks about the 

details of the fraud, about the defaulters and to keep necessary checks with the customers.  

There has been penalty imposed by apex bank on commercial banks for non compliance to 

the directions given on classification and reporting of frauds wide notification on July 2017.32  

The banks were given an opportunity to reply to show cause notice as to why banks didn’t 

adhere to the norms.  There was principle of natural Justice followed and sustained.  

 

 

Further the government agreed to increase the power of RBI and to regulate cooperative 

banks too under banking regulation act after the frauds seen at Punjab and Maharashtra 

cooperative banks and the collapse of PMC Bank.33  

So the cooperative banks are under dual regulations one being under the control of RBI and 

other Registrar of cooperative societies.  With regard to incorporation and registration it is 

within the hands of registrar of the society i.e., administrative role.  And RBI has a power to 

regulate money reserves and detect frauds. This will also apply to urban cooperative banks 

and multi state cooperative banks in toto.  The RBI will provide directions on audit of such 

banks and recruitment of management of such banks.34 

                                                 
32 Tannan: Banking Law Digest, LexisNexis; Second edition (1 January 2005). 
33 Chemical Mazdoor Sabha and Ors. vs. Industrial Development Bank of India and Ors. (19.04.2010 - 
BOMHC) : MANU/MH/0339/2010 
34 Supra note .06.  
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The RBI has tried to bring the cooperative banks at an equal footage of commercial banks 

and has tightened the regulations. Certain cooperative banks like saraswat and cosmos banks 

have already applied to RBI to convert as universal banks.35  

The rules given by RBI on December 31  further states that all the urban cooperative banks 

with deposits of hundred crores have to establish a management board as seen in commercial 

banks.  That board should include bank professionals and experts.  The board will look into 

the functions of cooperative bank and also guide the board of directors on policy matters also. 

Moreover the board of directors are required to do both executive and supervisory function. 

There are various public deposits hence there is a requirement for a unique mechanism to 

protect interest of such depositors.36 

The functions of the appointed management board include looking into the funds, borrowings 

and non performing assets in the bank.  Basically the management board will assist the board 

of directors to carry out functions.  And the management board is established with one year 

and should have minimum five individuals and maximum 12 individuals.   

 

The CEO of the board is a not a electing member where as the chairman may be voted by the 

members or may be appointed by the board of directors collectively.37  

The directions has restricted the single borrowers and multiple borrowers’ limits because it 

creates risk and further increased their lending targets.  And also the PMC bank fraud 

involved single group bad loans which were one of the largest urban cooperative banks 

affected the sudden directions of RBI.38  

But there is a difference between cooperative and commercial banks concept wise the 

cooperative society is where a group of people come together and extend loans to all the 

members of the group based on certain terms. The cooperative banks are only partly 

regulated by apex bank and partly regulated by Registrar of Cooperative societies either 

                                                 
35 Anthala, H. R. (2014). Research paper on case laws of frauds, forgery and corruption in banks and financial 
institution in India, IOSR Journal of Economics and Finance (IOSR- JEF), 3(6), pp. 53-57. 
36 Ibid.  
37 Tannan: Banking Law Digest, LexisNexis; Second edition (1 January 2005). 
38 Supra note. 04  
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under state government or central government. The commercial banks are structured as joint 

stock companies and urban cooperative banks as cooperatives with unlimited liability.39 The 

poor functioning of UCBs then weak UCBs may be merged in failure and RBI is trying to 

improve governance by establishing Board of Management.  

The Urban Cooperative Banks have more of retail savers and small businesses so they have 

higher interest rates on deposits than commercial banks. In the case of PMC Bank the bank 

exceeded RBI limits by lending 70 per cent of the bank’s book. The bottom line is that all 

these banks cannot stands on same footing but the RBI has the duty to check upon 

commercial and cooperative banks. The authority to issue licence to cooperative banks under 

section 22 and 23 BRA, 1949 has been vested to RBI. Section 22 and 23 of the Act provides 

about banking business and other new places of business collectively.40  

RBI has a department namely Urban Banks Department which look into the functions of 

Cooperative banks.  These urban bank departments are coordinated with other registrar of 

cooperative societies for proper functioning of cooperative banks in general.  

The RBI department regulates capitals, income and other liquidity requirements. It includes 

the inspections, surveillance and regulates the UCBs to protect the interest of depositors. In 

March 2009 the bank introduced revised action framework [SAF] of Urban Cooperative 

Banks based on the CAMELS [Capital Adequacy, Classification of Assets, Managements, 

Earning appraisal, Liquidities] and other grading system. The collapse of PMC Bank has 

drastic impact on the banking business.  So RBI has regulatory powers and the administrative 

powers are still with Registrar of Cooperative Societies. These over burdening led such banks 

to ask the RBI to ease classification and reporting of frauds. RBI time to time reviews the 

master directions in their financial stability report and provides measures with regard to 

frauds. 41 

The major reason being the occurrence of fraud in banks is their late detections and reporting.  

In states banks frauds are mainly seen in category of cash credits and working capital loan 

                                                 
39 M L Tannan: Banking Law & Practice in India, 27th edition, LexisNexis India, March 2017 
40 Anju Rohilla & Dr. Ipshita Bansal (2017). “Combat Loan & Advance Related Frauds –A Study Of Indian 
Banking Sector” International Journal of Research in Finance and Marketing (IJRFM), 
http://euroasiapub.org/current.php?title=IJRFM Vol. 7 Issue 6, June - 2017, pp. 26~36 ISSN(o): 2231-5985. 
41 Tannan: Banking Law Digest, LexisNexis; Second edition (1 January 2005). 
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frauds. And in private own banks it’s in retail term loans which contribute the highest for 

frauds. The Indian Banks Association consulted RBI to classify the detected fraud to that 

extent only and cover defaults of borrower as in case of Dewan Housing Finance Corp. 

Limited. In this case Dewan Housing Finance Corporation Limited which is a non – banking 

institution emphasis on housing finances and has missed interest payments during June 2019. 

The total amount that was missed is 960 crore rupees. And there were all down in the next 2 

months they were rated ‘D’ that means default.  The resolution was done by the lenders were 

they differentiated the bad loans from the other book with regard to liquidity process.42  

It is a requirement to conduct various awareness programmes for the bank employees about 

the bank frauds occurring regularly these days.  Further there should be a mechanism to 

report such activities on individual basis too. Prevention of Anti Money Laundering Act, 

2002 provides in reporting of records, fraudulent notes and transactions to RBI. 

The PIN is the only requirement when the risk shown is low. But when the risk is shown as 

high then the account holder has to go through the further security conditions. If the 

mechanism states very high then there will be instant denial from FRM. The other 

mechanism is self blocking up of the accounts when there are not in use.43  

F.  INITIATIVES TAKEN BY RESERVE BANK OF INDIA AND INDIAN 

GOVERNMENT 

After classifying frauds and understanding the various causative factors, RBI has issued 

guidelines and has notified to strengthen the roles of CEOS, Special committees, Audit 

committees and MD. These would lead to accurate reporting of frauds and detecting frauds 

without delay and avoid all the loopholes in procedures.44  

RBI has revamped their existing framework many a times and introduces Chief compliance 

Officer to regulate the banks in October 2020.45  RBI time to time notifies all the banks about 

                                                 
42 Vinay Kumar Mittal & Ors Vs. Dewan Housing Finance Corporation Ltd. & Ors., [2020]160SCL120(SC) 
43 BR Sharma: Bank Frauds Prevention & Detection, 4th edition, LexisNexis India, 2016. 
44 Supra note. 13.  
45 Rupa Veena S, Raging Banking Frauds: A need for a revamped RBI Framework, Manupatra Article section, 
2020.  
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the wilful defaulters, shell banks and unscrupulous borrowers so that the banks can freeze the 

account of such holders if any.   

Generally if there is any negligence or malafide intent on part of bank or any third party 

breach then liability of fraud is upon the bank and not on the individual account holder. RBI 

has revamped their existing framework many a times and introduces Chief compliance 

Officer to regulate the banks in October 2020.46  RBI time to time notifies all the banks about 

the wilful defaulters, shell banks and unscrupulous borrowers so that the banks can freeze the 

account of such holders if any. The banks are required to identify Red flagged accounts and 

also the auditors are required to detect early warning signals given by RBI. 

 There are various digital mechanisms like Fraud Risk Managements [FRM] where the banks 

analyses the profile of their customers and the amount of risk involved due to these 

transactions. Prevention of Anti Money Laundering Act, 2002 provides in reporting of 

records, fraudulent notes and transactions to RBI 47  

 

 

 

G. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS  

To all the stakeholders in the society  Bank frauds have been a matter of concern and have 

disrupted the financial markets and banking system as a whole which in turn affect the 

economy as a whole. And the digital advancement had raised the concerns more. Further 

Frauds with high values affect the whole bank completely. So therefore the RBI and the 

government together have to make sure there steps taken to prevent frauds effectively. 

There is a need to inform other banks about the frauds detected so that certain caution and 

alert is there about the fraudsters. There are various credit information companies such as 

CIBIL which checks the history of the borrower in a bank.  There is a fraud registry 
                                                 
46 Supra note. 43.  
47 Fraud Risk management System in Banks-Role of Chairman/Chief Executive Officers, DBS.CO.FrMC.BC. 
No 7/23.4.2001/2009-10, 16 September 2009 
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maintained where the fake borrowers not allowed seeking credit facilities from other banks 

also.48 

The following are suggestions provided: 

1. Firstly, there is a need for appointment of specialized officers who can investigate the 

frauds effectively. There are officers but may include commercial bankers, RBI or any 

other officials.  

2. Secondly, a separate effective legal department which provides legal guidance and 

understanding about the documents.  

3. Thirdly, Cooperation between banks and agencies like [CBDT] to detect and identify 

RFA easily. 

4. Fourthly, Time to time guidelines by RBI and sharing of information by banks may 

prevent bank frauds 

5. Lastly, by following the guidelines given by authorities Banks and customers may be 

prevent and detect frauds effectively. 

 

 

 

                                                 
48 BR Sharma: Bank Frauds Prevention & Detection, 4th edition, LexisNexis India, 2016. 


